
 
Minutes from Open Forum 3rd December 2015 
Conference Room, St Pancras Hospital, 12:30pm 
 
Attendance: 
 

Aemma Arnie Giles Steve Tracey 

Nicky Kev Lenny Zoe Jenny 

Liam Ronnie Roderick Chris Mel 

Delroy Dan (VA) Alex (VA) Helen (VA) Dave Gill 
(Greenwich) 

Phillip Breslin 
(Greenwich) 

    

 
1. Welcome and Introductions 
All present were welcomed and a brief round of introductions took place. Delroy went over the ground 
rules. Reminded everyone that there would be vouchers at the end of the forum.  
 
2. Minutes of the last meeting 
The minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed. 
 
3. Greenwich Social Enterprises 
Philip Breslin – Lead Commissioner Drugs, Alcohol and Mental Health Commissioning (DAMIC) 
 
Context 
In Greenwich aftercare looked like further treatment after treatment had already taken place and was 
something that should have happened before. It was also expensive and people found themselves still 
using it 5 years later which is a sign that it was not working as well as it should. Therefore DAMIC did 2 
surveys to find out the most important issues for people in recovery.  
 
The results clearly showed housing and employment to be the most important issues for people in 
recovery. People want an employer who will be sympathetic towards a criminal record. Since DAMIC 
could not do anything about housing but they could do something about employment, they took the 
decision to scrap aftercare and use the budget to set up social enterprises. 
 
Budget 
The budget was £1 million over 4 years making £250’000 per year. They decided they would give grants 
of up to £95’000 but only to entities with a proven track record, they would not fund any new start-ups. 
They put a call out for proposals. They made the process very simple and straightforward and received 
35-40 proposals and narrowed them down to 12 good ones and gave out money. The whole process 
took 3 months and was supported by the “Centre for Public Innovation”. 
 
The benefits of setting up a social enterprise instead of a business is that you can apply for grants and 
you can take out loans against your trading. Since the council’s budget for substance misuse will be 
reducing in years to come, it would be a good idea to find alternative sources of funding and social 
enterprises is a way to do this and feed any profit back. 
 
There is currently £300 million sitting in big society capital waiting to be released. There is lots of money 
in social enterprises now. Even some big social enterprises rely on grants from local authorities. 
 
Start ups 
Although DAMIC will not fund start-ups, one of the projects they do fund resembles a friendly dragon’s 
den which provides micro finance and mentors to support the business plans of start-ups. After taking 



 
part in this process about half of service users said that they would not like to have their own business 
and half said yes. A few have set one up and are still receiving support. 
 
Challenges 
It is difficult to find buildings to host these enterprises due to insurance issues among other things. 
Training opportunities are difficult. Even if a café enterprise does not make enough money to pay salaries 
it can provide training which allows people to get a job in a successful café afterwards. DAMIC’s aim is 
to gradually reduce the financial support to the projects but to continue support with business plans and 
managing finance.  
 
To be a successful social enterprise, you have to compete with businesses on the open market. 
Therefore if you’re going to start a pet-minding business you need to show why you are better than other 
pet-minding businesses which already exist. One reason is that you are giving opportunities to people 
that the council is spending money on anyway. 
 
Example enterprises 
Lifelines runs 2 social enterprises, WDP, CRI and RAPT have all got one. Lucky breaks do bike training 
and maintenance and receive free bikes from the police. 
Fresh coats do painting and decorating and get a lot of work from housing associations. 
Chocolate films are setting up a Service User Cooperative called Select 18 who bid for work, even bidding 
against Chocolate Films themselves, but they’re ok with it. 
They have an up-cycling business and a smart garage. 
 
Success & advice 
In general, most start up enterprises fail within the first 12 months. However, these enterprises have 
been running for 18 months now and they are all still there! It is likely that at least one business will run 
out of money at some point though. 
 
Philip would only advise people to set-up a social enterprise if you have the backing of people with 
experience. A forum like Frontline can be used to generate ideas and then people can look for partners. 
 
Questions 
Kev asked about the effects of eliminating the aftercare budget.  
Philip explained that some people stopped receiving support they were receiving before. On the other 
hand, the people who complained that they could not find work because of criminal records or 
unsympathetic employers are now able to get jobs and others have had to find another excuse! 
 
Delroy: If you set up a coffee outlet then you are helping to feed the addiction to caffeine. 
Philip: DAMIC will not work with gambling enterprises but they judge coffee to be relatively harmless. 
 
What about the dangers of putting other people out of business if you set up a successful enterprise? 
Philip: Some service users have set up a bike shop and they spoke to the local bike shop and agreed to 
provide different services to them or match the price.  
 
Alex: If we can bring together interested service users and partners with premises, can we then ask 
existing social enterprises in Greenwich to provide support? 
Philip: Yes. They will want to see your funding and get you up and running for 12 months minimum. 
 
Dave Gill speaks about Coffee Ethic 
Dave Gill used to work for Drug link. He then decided to set up a social enterprise in order to not be 
dependent on a donation which wouldn’t last. He set up Coffee Ethic in Hertfordshire which is a coffee 
car in a civic centre. The canteen in the civic centre had closed leaving a market of 200 thirsty people. 
 
It has been running for 4 years now and they have just opened their 5th outlet. They will soon be at the 
point where they can start paying staff. They have one person who has been volunteering for 4 years 



 
who is also interested in mechanics. So they applied for a grant to buy a 1960’s van which he now 
manages as a coffee outlet.  
 
Questions 
One service user expressed dismay that someone could work for 4 years and not make any money 
Dave: Since staff are not being paid they basically provide free training and they have a deal with Costa 
and Starbucks who have agreed to interview them for a job. There is no guarantee that they will give 
them jobs though. 
 
Philip: Social enterprises have to compete against unscrupulous businesses. Ideally they would like to 
make sure that they pay the London living wage but when your competitors pay the minimum wage and 
then deduct expenses from this, it’s impossible to be successful and maintain these standards. 
 
4. Asset mapping 
Service users filled out a form outlining what they are good at, what they are interested in and what work 
they would like to do in the future. VoiceAbility agreed to bring the answers together and report back 
interesting results and opportunities. 
 
5. Service user updates 
Zoe gave an update of the Sunday project. 
 
Giles gave an update from the Service User Alliance. The Margarete centre is getting rid of people so 
CRI is taking over the service of prescribing for low risk people. If they later become high risk then they 
can go back. 184 is doing a consultation once per month about taking over this service and Giles 
attended. He said that there weren’t enough people. 
Alex: When service providers change, continuity of care can sometimes be an issue during the transfer 
so service users and key workers should work together to reduce the risk of this happening.  
 
6. Newsletter 
Delroy presented the finished newsletter including a very useful calendar of events on the back page. 
 
7. Frontline website & social media 
Zoe gave an update on the new Frontline website which she has worked on with Dan. Dan announced 
that a WordPress website training course will be taking place over the first 5 Wednesdays of the year. In 
addition to Zoe, Delroy and Tracey expressed interest in attending the course. 
Delroy asked if anyone would like a dedicated Facebook page. 
 
8. Naloxone  
Alex announced the Naloxone course running on 15th December and distributed flyers. 
 
9. Next meeting 
We have only been able to secure a small room for the January which cannot hold many people. 
Therefore Frontline members decided to cancel January’s forum. Mark Robertson will speak to the group 
about homeopathy in February. Zoe will do some follow up with the TB van to try and get them in again 
in the near future. 
 

 
Next Forum: 4th February 2016 


